
Speakers tend to use informal English among friends and relatives. 
Informal speech can include informal text messages and other written          
communication. 

● Informal English Uses More Contractions. A contraction is a shortening of two            
words that combines them into one. Some common examples of contractions are            
can’t, won’t and don't, I'm, You've etc. Example Sentence: "I can’t go to school              
today because my car won’t start." 

● Phrasal Verbs Abound in Informal Speech. A phrasal verb is an idiom in which a               
verb is accompanied by another word to make a complete expression. Some            
examples include “picked on,” “takes after” and “looking forward to.” Example: I            
can't bear with (tolerate) such an insult.  

● Slang is a type of vocabulary used by one social group but not by the population at                 
large. Example: Cab(taxi), mob(People) etc.  

●  Most people speak in the first person : I think… 
● More informal vocabulary commonly involves shorter words: 

commence(formal)---start(informal) 
terminate(formal)---end(informal) 
 
endeavour(formal)---try(informal) 
 

● We often choose to use certain modal verbs to be more formal and polite: 
Can I suggest you try this new model? (Informall) 
May I suggest you try this new model? (more formal) 
Might I suggest you try this new model? (very formal) 

● Relative clauses without a relative pronoun is used in informal Speeches.  
The girl whom I met in Singapore was interested in working in Australia.--formal.  
The girl I met in Singapore was interested in working in Australia.--informal: relative             
clause without the relative pronoun 'whom'. 
 
 

Formal English is used in “serious” texts and situations — for example, in official              
documents, books, news reports, articles, business letters or official speeches. 

● Typically used in careful, edited writing — when the writer has a lot of time to polish                 
his text. Formal English also occurs in speech, usually when the speaker is saying              
something that was prepared beforehand (for example, reading the news or           
delivering an official speech). 

● Sentences are longer and more complicated. 
● The standard of correctness is higher. Some things are considered correct (or at             

least acceptable) in informal English, but wrong in formal English. 
I’ve made less mistakes. (formal: I’ve made fewer mistakes.) 
She’s liking it. (formal: She likes it.) 
I feel real tired. (formal: I feel really tired.) 
You did good. (formal: You did well.) 

● A huge number of words and phrases are used mainly in formal English. For              
example: nevertheless, to disclose, to constitute, to undertake, daunting,         



impervious, anew, truly, solace, to enchant, frantically, sizeable, to clutch,          
heyday, as it happens, upsurge, retrieval etc.  
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